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What 
judges 
look for

11 Press Law and Ethics ContestInstructions:
• This test will assess
your knowledge and
understanding of
scholastic press law and
ethics.

• Write your response
to the prompt using any
word processing program
you choose.

• Next, convert the file to
a PDF for submission.

• Entries MUST be
uploaded between Sept.
14 and Oct. 19, 2020, by
7 p.m. Eastern, 6 p.m.
Central, 5 p.m. Mountain,
4 p.m. Pacific, 3 p.m.
Alaska and 1 p.m. Hawaii
time.

DO NOT INCLUDE 
YOUR NAME OR 
SCHOOL NAME ON 
YOUR ENTRY. 

• Evidence of thorough
research and application
of the law to the coverage
challenge described in
the scenario

• A comprehensive
discussion of the ethical
issues involved

• All instruction points
in Sections 1 and 2 are
addressed, while giving
extra weight to points
deemed most important

• Adherence to the same
standards of grammar
and logical expression
you would expect in a
journalistic piece

• Evidence of careful
editing: staying within a
reasonable range of the
word count limits
honest reflection in
Section 3

Scenario
You are the editor-in-chief of your public school news website, and you and your 
staff have worked hard to produce responsible coverage in your school. The media 
has traditionally functioned as a “designated public forum” for the past 10 years. 
Your student media mission statement says:

TipTop High School’s student media provide complete and accurate coverage, 
journalistically responsible, ethically gathered, edited and reported. Student-
determined expression promotes democratic citizenship through public 
engagement diverse in both ideas and representation. 

Administrators charge “hate speech” occurred in the spring yearbook, which was 
just released in your home school yesterday. COVID-19 caused production delays, 
so this happened during the second week with students back at school (virtually or 
in person). The yearbook adviser — who is NOT your own news website adviser — 
has been threatened with disciplinary action by the superintendent for dereliction of 
assigned duties. 

The incident revolves around this senior quote submitted – and published – from 
a boy new to the school last year: “There are two genders and a lot of mental 
illnesses” was his published submission. Your school’s administrative council 
decided to suspend a school-community scholarship that would have helped send 
the boy to West Point and to take away his valedictorian status. The boy and his 
family are threatening a lawsuit.

Because of the incident, the administrative council indicated it wanted to cancel 
the forum status of your district’s student media. They also argued there should 
be no coverage of the incident even though community media has done extensive 
reporting. Comments and coverage have hit Facebook and other social media.

As part of the prior review process, your school’s administrative council directed the 
yearbook adviser to share how students plan to report the story. Even though the 
board of education designated 10 years ago all the school’s student-run media as 
public forums for student expression, it imposed a possible change. 

The board voted it would cancel the planned prior review change if the students 
covering the issue shows they continue to deserve the open forum status and live 
up to the essence of the student media’s mission statement.
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Your Task:
You will NOT complete this coverage. Instead, you will address this prompt in two parts.

Overall Guidelines:  
In Part One, research First Amendment court cases relevant to student speech and your own state’s laws and apply 
them to the scenario described — what do you as the editor-in-chief need to think about as you approach this story? 
(250-400 words) In Part Two, with sufficient detail so your adviser can explain to the administrative council, explain 
how you and your staff will handle the story in a way that upholds best journalistic practices and shows you continue 
to deserve the open forum status. 

Specific Guidelines: (Label each section clearly on your entry)
PART ONE: (250-400 words)
Describe legal and ethical issues/dilemmas. 
Be sure to say what state you live in. Use First Amendment court cases and your own state law regarding student 
press, if applicable (use any of your media national laws if you are not from the USA). DO NOT identify in any way 
your school name or other information that would identify it.

Describe legal and ethical issues/dilemmas that should be considered in this coverage and how you would solve/
approach their issues.

Consider legal and ethical issues, points and dilemmas: Coverage itself can have potential issues needing 
research, explanation, solution and/or sources. The presentation potentially might raise others. Include what you 
think, why the information might be legally or ethically problematic and how you would handle it. 

PART TWO: (450-600 words)
How would you cover this story in a way that upholds solid journalistic practices?

Describe what live sources you would approach for information and explain why you have chosen each one. Seek 
a diverse range of sources who could speak to all viewpoints of the topics, issues and dilemmas. Names are not 
essential for live sources; give titles or occupations plus why you chose them is expected.

Describe what non-live sources you would turn to, and why. How would these non-live sources help define legal and 
ethical questions? Will you need background/contextual sources/resources? Why? For what?

Based on your research, what would you look for as key to the coverage in terms of the legal and ethical nature of 
the student’s quote in the yearbook? What do you as the editor-in-chief need to keep in mind as you work on this 
information? On what angle should your reporters focus? What story forms should your journalists use?

Reference the student media mission statement (at the top of the scenario.)

Be brief, but be specific. Remember, you need to show the board of education that your student media continues 
to deserve the open forum status because of how you have approached this coverage legally, ethically and 
journalistically.

Resource suggestions: (but you may use others)
High School Press Freedom & Censorship (https://splc.org/high-school/)
New Voices (https://splc.org/new-voices/)
JEA Scholastic Press Rights Committee:  https://JEASPRC.org




